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MEETING MINUTES 

Planning & Zoning Commission 
Thursday, December 7, 2017 
 
 
AGENDA 

 

1. BSD HTN - Bridge Park West – Building Z2 & Bridge Landing  88 North High Street 
 17-086PP/FP     Preliminary Plat/Final Plat (Recommended for Approval 7 – 0) 

 
2. BSD SCN – Charles Penzone – The Grand Salon             6645 Village Parkway 

17-097MSP       Master Sign Plan (Approved 7 – 0) 

 
3. PUD, Metro III – Sign               475 Metro Place South 

17-112AFDP           Amended Final Development Plan (Approved 7 – 0) 
 

4. BSD SCN – Columbus Metropolitan Library, Dublin Branch  

17-117MSP                            6765 Dublin Center Drive  
                                    Master Sign Plan (Approved 7 – 0) 

 
 

 

The Chair, Victoria Newell, called the meeting to order at 6:28 p.m. and led the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Other Commission members present were: Warren Fishman, Cathy De Rosa, Deborah Mitchell, Bob 

Miller, Amy Salay, and Steve Stidhem. City representatives present were: Claudia Husak, Vince Papsidero, 
Phil Hartmann, Lori Burchett, Logan Stang, and Laurie Wright.  

 
Administrative Business 

 

Motion and Vote 
Ms. Salay moved, Ms. De Rosa seconded, to accept the documents into the record. The vote was as 

follows: Ms. Newell, yes; Mr. Miller, yes; Ms. Mitchell, yes; Mr. Fishman, abstain; Ms. De Rosa, yes; and 
Ms. Salay, yes. (Approved 5 – 0 - 1) 

 

Motion and Vote 
Ms. De Rosa moved, Ms. Mitchell seconded, to approve the November 2, 2017, meeting minutes. The 

vote was as follows: Mr. Fishman, abstain; Mr. Miller, yes; Ms. Salay, yes; Ms. Newell, yes; Ms. Mitchell, 
yes; and Ms. De Rosa, yes. (Approved 5 – 0 - 1) 

 
The Chair explained the rules and procedures of the Planning and Zoning Commission. She stated all 

cases are eligible for the Consent Agenda and may be approved by consent. The Chair stated two cases 

were postponed prior to the meeting. She pulled the Charles Penzone case from the Consent Agenda to 
be heard in its entirety as well as the library. She determined the order would be case 1, 3, 2, and 4.  
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1. BSD HTN - Bridge Park West – Building Z2 & Bridge Landing  88 North High Street 

 17-086PP/FP          Preliminary Plat/Final Plat 

       
The Chair, Victoria Newell, said the following application is a proposal for the subdivision of 2.57 acres 

into four lots for Building Z2 of Bridge Park West, the bridge landing and the associated plaza. She said 
the site is east of North High Street, approximately 200 feet northeast of the intersection with North 

Street. She stated this is a request for a review and recommendation of approval to City Council for a 
Preliminary Plat and a Final Plat under the provisions of the Subdivision Regulations. 

 

The Chair left this case on the Consent Agenda so no formal presentation is needed. She said there is 
one condition of approval: 

 
1) That the applicant ensures that any minor technical adjustments to the plat are made prior to 

City Council submittal. 

 
Logan Stang said the applicant was in agreement with the condition. 

 
Motion and Vote 

Mr. Stidhem moved, Ms. Mitchell seconded, to recommend approval to City Council for the Preliminary 

and Final Plats with the following condition: 
 

1) That the applicant ensures that any minor technical adjustments to the plat are made prior to 
City Council submittal. 

 
The vote was as follows: Ms. Salay, yes; Ms. De Rosa, yes; Mr. Fishman, yes;  Ms. Newell, yes; Ms. 

Mitchell, yes; Mr. Miller, yes; and Mr. Stidhem, yes. (Approved 7 – 0) 

 
 

2. BSD SCN – Charles Penzone – The Grand Salon             6645 Village Parkway 
17-097MSP                Master Sign Plan 

 

The Chair, Victoria Newell, said the following application is a proposal for signs for the 12,000-square-foot 
Charles Penzone Grand Salon on a 1.8-acre parcel, west of Village Parkway, north of the roundabout with 

Shamrock Crossing Boulevard. She stated this is a request for a review and approval of a Master Sign 
Plan under the provisions of Zoning Code Section 153.066. She said the Commission has final authority 

on this case and witnesses will have to be sworn-in. 
 

The Chair swore in anyone intending to address the Commission on this case. 

 
Lori Burchett presented an aerial view of the site and she noted the salon is located south of the existing 

salon on the west side of Village Parkway, just north of the roundabout with Shamrock Blvd. The 
proposed site plan was presented. Ms. Burchett pointed out the proposed locations of each sign. She 

stated the Master Sign Plan will allow for four signs including two wall signs, one ground sign, and a new 

sign type — a canopy edge sign. She said that the canopy edge sign has been used in other areas in the 
Bridge Street District, specifically the Bridge Park Development. She noted one wall sign will face Village 

Parkway and the other wall sign would face the main parking area on the north elevation.  
 

Ms. Burchett presented the north and east elevations of the building to show the two proposed wall 

signs. She said the proposed sign on the north, which faces the parking lot is proposed at a ±34-square-
foot sign, which is internally illuminated with individual white channel letters and black returns at a height 

of 16 feet, 6 inches from grade to the top of the sign. As proposed, this sign meets the BSD Code 
requirements, she said, which permits a 50-square-foot sign located within the first story of the building. 

She said the second wall sign on the east elevation is proposed at ±66 square feet and it would be a 
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white sign, with channel-cut, back lit letters mounted on a 230-square-foot black metal panel cabinet that 

is lit around the edges. She added the letters are mounted 12 feet from grade within the panel. She 

presented a close-up of the sign as proposed on the east elevation. She noted the letters are mounted 12 
feet above grade within the panel. The metal cabinet is ±14 feet, 4 inches from grade to the top of the 

cabinet. The metal cabinet will conceal gas meter mechanical equipment and the illumination light source 
equipment for the individual white channel letters with black returns mounted vertically on top of the 

metal cabinet.  
 

The south and west elevations were presented next. Ms. Burchett said the south elevation would contain 

a canopy edge sign, a new proposed sign type, which is 34 square feet in size, at a height of 20 feet from 
grade to the top of the sign. She said this sign is internally illuminated with white channel letters and 

black returns and is the same size as the sign on the north elevation. 
 

Ms. Burchett said the applicant is also requesting a ground sign that will be located south of the access 

entrance from Village Parkway. The sign, she described as a ±18-square-foot monument sign with a 
painted black metal enclosure with white channel-cut, back lit letters. She said the sign is 4 feet high 

from grade to the top of the sign and each letter is approximately 1 foot, 4 inches in height. The base, 
she said, is a cultured stone to match the material used in the principal structure. She said the sign is set 

back 19 feet from the western property line. She concluded the BSD Code allows for one ground sign per 

street frontage at a maximum of 24 square feet in size, 8 feet in height, and set back 8 feet from the 
required building zone; therefore, the sign as proposed would meet those requirements. 

 
Ms. Burchett reported that Staff and the Administrative Review Team (ART) has reviewed this application 

against the BSD Sign Design Guidelines as well as the intent of the Master Sign Plan. Therefore, she 
concluded that ART recommends approval with two conditions:  

 

1) That the applicant provide an approved Master Sign Plan containing all approved signs, locations, 
dimensions, lighting, and colors to Planning, prior to sign permitting; and  

2) That the applicant remove the existing ground sign at the time of installation of the proposed 
ground sign. 

 

Warren Fishman asked for the total number of signs being requested to which Ms. Burchett answered 
four signs. He reported he visited the site today and since the building is under construction it is hard to 

visualize the signs. He asked how many signs a person in a vehicle driving by would see at one time. Ms. 
Burchett deferred to the applicant’s representative but she thought it would depend on the perspective. 

She said from a corner, she thought perhaps two signs could be visible. Mr. Fishman said that when he 
drove by today, he thought at least two signs could be visible at a time from either direction. He 

indicated he did not have any problem with any of the signs, he has a problem with the number of signs, 

which would produce sign clutter in that area.  
 

Amy Salay said she agreed with Mr. Fishman and affirmed she did not have any trouble with any of the 
individual signs and she really likes the sign on the east elevation. She said the existing building has a 

ground sign. She asked if there was signage on the north side of that building. Ms. Burchett said the only 

sign associated with the existing facility is the ground sign. 
 

Mr. Fishman confirmed there would be four new signs and no signs associated with the existing building.  
 

Victoria Newell asked if the applicant was proposing more signs than are permitted in the BSD. Ms. 

Burchett said the applicant is proposing one more sign than is permitted based on the single frontage; 
also having an additional wall sign where they would only be permitted one wall sign. She clarified the 

applicant is permitted a wall sign and a ground sign. 
 

Ms. Salay said a canopy edge sign is also proposed along with the additional wall sign.  
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The Chair invited the applicant to speak. 

 

Chris Meyers, architect, said Ms. Burchett covered everything about the designs. He said the sign at the 
front door is actually set back quite a ways, about 12 feet back from the front façade of the building. He 

explained the placement is to address the pedestrians approaching and parking in the front. He said 
when the applicant viewed the different vantage points while driving, they thought that front sign would 

tuck back into the building. He said when driving the roundabout from east to west, there is a lot of 
vegetation in the way that is not being shown on these graphics as it is not part of their property. He said 

people would just catch a glimpse of the canopy sign as they turned the corner. He said the locations 

were not intended to be visible, two at a time.  
 

Ms. Salay recalled a conversation about a potential styling school in the building that is a salon now. Mr. 
Meyers answered there have been conversations when they were requesting the initial approval as part 

of the Master Plan. He said nothing is official at this point but what he is hearing is the existing building 

might be converted to become their corporate offices. Other outbuildings for the rest of the campus have 
not been thought through and does not recall a styling school. However, he said, Ms. Penzone just 

started another endeavor, which is a yoga and wellness studio in the Italian Village. He said that might 
be a good addition for this property but they have not taken any steps towards that.  

 

Cathy De Rosa confirmed there would only be one entrance into the property. She asked if there would 
be any signs for patrons that are used to going to the existing building or was the intent of the signs 

proposed supposed to be enough. Mr. Meyers stated that when these new signs go in, the identity of the 
existing building as the salon is wiped away. He said the existing monument sign in its position is sort of 

on the front edge of the new building but this old sign would be replaced with a new sign.  
 

Ms. De Rosa recalled some conversations to do some art work in front of the building when this 

application first came in. She indicated the sign proposed is quite a dominant sign so she is curious how 
that would work with an art piece. Mr. Meyers recalled one of the challenges they had was the electrical 

easement and there are some overhead powerlines. He indicated that Mr. Penzone has been 
communicating with a couple different sculptors to propose a concept. He said anything of substantial 

size or made of metal would be a problem because of the electricity. He said there are conversations as 

to where an art piece would go. He said as the existing building gets modified or converted, part of the 
effort with that would be landscaping and an external sculpture within that area to enhance that portion 

of the site but also to avoid the electrical easement.  
 

Ms. De Rosa said sculptures could be made of other materials than metal. She said with the curved 
corner there is an opportunity for interesting art work so she is hopeful that is the case. She inquired 

about the canopy edge sign on the south side of the building to better understand it. She said the sign is 

very interesting and adds to the plain facade. As an architect, Mr. Meyers said, they always like focusing 
on the building but there will be a lot of landscaping added there. 

 
Ms. De Rosa indicated this site is far enough away from Bridge Park but here staff and the Commission 

are still trying to create that interesting identity on this side of the district. She said the Commission 

wants an interesting artistic feel at this corner and not be rigid necessarily in how much signage we have 
if the intent is to create some interest. Mr. Meyers responded that the signs are all different, they are on 

different applications on the building, and they tie into whatever feature they sit upon on the building. He 
said the monument sign is the mark of the beginning of the whole Penzone campus. He said as they 

proceed into the next phases, that monument sign can serve the building as it sits today but also could 

serve a bigger complex with multiple buildings. He indicated that any buildings in the future will not be as 
signage dependent.  

 
Mr. Fishman reiterated that his fear is sign clutter.. He indicated the next guys bring in a proposal and 

state they deserve four signs also because that is what is on this building. He explained that sign clutter 
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begins when more than one sign can be seen at one time. However, he does not see any sign that he 

does not like and the applicant did a marvelous job. He reported he has seen it so many times where an 

applicant states they will not be asking for another sign and then the building gets sold.  He stated this is 
a low density area and once people have reached the property they will know that is the Penzone 

building. He suggested a little sign on the glass door, if they want reassurance for people but the big sign 
over the door is not necessary since there are signs on the other sides of the building along with the 

ground sign. He said all signs are supposed to do is get the patrons there. He said a beautiful sculpture 
there would be a nice replacement for the sign. Many times, he said, sculptures identify a building. He 

emphasized he was really against having this many signs.  

 
The Chair invited the public to speak [Hearing none.] 

 
Deborah Mitchell said she agrees with Mr. Fishman as there should never be a need for more than one 

sign per vantage point and even then, sometimes a literal sign is not necessary because it is all about 

identification. If the architecture is beautiful or distinctive, she said, that can be a signifier. She said this 
building is proposed to be too cluttered with all these words. She emphasized the point of a sign is to 

identify a location and there are many creative ways to achieve that. She said she worries that multiple 
signs can be seen at once at this location. 

 

Ms. Salay said she agreed with her fellow Commissioners and Mr. Fishman’s point about setting a 
precedent for the future development.  

 
Bob Miller said he was taking a different perspective as he agrees with staff. He explained the way these 

signs are positioned on this building for him, become part of the architectural character of the building. 
He said since the building is what we are discussing tonight, all four signs fit extremely well. He 

emphasized he is in agreement with what staff is recommending.  

 
Steve Stidhem said he was caught up in the niceness of the façades of the building because all the signs 

look great, each by themselves. He said he can understand the position of his fellow Commissioners on 
the quantity, however, each sign satisfies a need based on the location. The only sign he can see not 

being in existence would be the one on the north elevation but in a package, it still looks very nice and 

he could approve this application, as is.  
 

Ms. Newell said there are too many signs, especially with the ground sign. She said people are going to 
see that at the same time as the other signs on the building. She indicated she really liked the applicant’s 

creativity of hiding the gas meter with the metal box and back lighting it; it will look very nice. She 
restated four signs are not needed for this location. She said she does not object to the design of any 

sign but she does object to the number of signs. She said she agreed with Mr. Fishman, it is only going to 

start a cycle of people wanting to have that many signs as well. 
 

Mr. Fishman told the applicant he did a marvelous job on every sign and the building. He said he was 
glad to not see the trees in the graphics because he will never live long enough to see them as big as 

they would be shown on drawings.  

 
Ms. Newell said she could support the application, if the number of signs was decreased. She said the 

ground sign could be the one that is removed from the application.  
 

Mr. Meyers said he thinks he has four who disapprove and three that approve on the Commission. He 

said he would like to maintain the priority of the eastern sign since they have to cover the gas meter and 
two is the entry sign because the applicant believes that will mark the entire development, three is the 

edge canopy sign because it really is the identifier coming from Bridge Park, and the fourth he would say 
the north sign. He said he could come to a compromise if they eliminated the fourth but kept the others 

as proposed.  
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Ms. De Rosa asked the applicant what he thought about using art work as the visual identifier. Mr. 

Meyers said he agrees but the challenge is the pace of an artist and coming up with a concept and 

implementing it and figuring it all out; it just has not been able to happen as quickly as contractors are 
building the building. He said what they struggled with on this project from the beginning is the timing of 

the approvals, the construction, the pricing, and getting all of these things to match up perfectly moving 
towards an opening date. He said he and Mr. Penzone think art work is a great idea but artists work at a 

different pace.  
 

Ms. Newell said if the applicant kept the ground sign and the box sign she could support it. 

 
Ms. Mitchell said she would support the ground sign and the box sign and because the building is so 

interesting and unique, people will know what it is with just the two signs.  
 

Ms. De Rosa said eliminating the sign over the doorway makes perfect sense. She said the channel letters 

are an interesting artistic design.  
 

Mr. Miller said he is confused at where the Commission is at here and what the applicant wants at this 
point. Ms. Newell said the applicant prioritized his signs and the one over the front door was the lowest 

priority. Mr. Meyers said he liked the monument sign, the box sign, and the canopy sign and would be in 

agreement with the condition to remove the existing ground sign at the time of the installation of the 
proposed ground sign. 

 
Ms. Salay said she likes the two-sign idea as proposed by Ms. Newell and Ms. Mitchell. 

 
Mr. Fishman said the two-sign plan meets the Code. He said precedent is really dangerous.  

 

Mr. Meyers said one of the items we had resolved as part of the initial approval was the oddity of this site 
and the frontage being the east but also the south and recognition of dealing with the roundabout. He 

said people coming from the west to the east will pass up the building if there is not one on the south so 
that is why they put value on the canopy edge sign. He said the subtle approach puts a mark on the 

brand without necessarily overpowering the elevation. 

 
Mr. Stidhem said he completely agreed with Mr. Meyers on that. He said it is extremely important as one 

is going west to east. He said they will see a very nice looking building on the left and hopefully they 
know what that is but if one is cruising through that roundabout one could easily end up on Sawmill Road 

without having seen it.  
 

Mr. Miller added, as they think and talk about the Bridge Park Development, they discussed signs being 

part of the character of the Bridge Park Development. He emphasized he is not a sign guy but all of these 
signs fit within the architecture of the building, and it is kind of an entry way into Bridge Park that says 

“you have arrived.” He said the building itself is just fantastic so that is why he is not hung up on the 
number of signs. He restated it fits well, it makes a statement – “you have arrived in a different part of 

Dublin” and that is Bridge Park. 

 
Mr. Meyers he would like all four signs, if permitted.  

 
Ms. Newell said she could be comfortable with the wall sign on the awning, the box wall sign, and the 

ground sign with the removal of the sign over the front main entry because then she does not think two 

signs would be visible at the same time. She said she can understand the ground sign as marking where 
to go into the building. She said she could support that if a condition was added to eliminate the sign 

over the entry.  
 

Mr. Fishman said he could support three signs.  
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Ms. Burchett added the third condition: 

 

3) That the applicant eliminate the north elevation wall sign from the Master Sign Plan. 
 

The Chair asked the applicant if he was in agreement with all of the conditions. Mr. Meyers answered 
affirmatively. 

 
Motion and Vote 

Mr. Stidhem moved, Ms. Salay seconded, to approve a Master Sign Plan with three conditions: 

 
1) That the applicant provide an approved Master Sign Plan containing all approved signs, locations, 

dimensions, lighting, and colors to Planning, prior to sign permitting;  
2) That the applicant remove the existing ground sign at the time of installation of the proposed 

ground sign; and 

3) That the applicant eliminate the north elevation wall sign from the Master Sign Plan. 
 

The vote was as follows: Ms. De Rosa, yes; Mr. Miller, yes; Ms. Mitchell, yes; Mr. Fishman, yes; Ms. 
Newell, yes; Ms. Salay, yes; and Mr. Stidhem, yes. (Approved 7 – 0) 

 

 
3. PUD, Metro III – Sign               475 Metro Place South 

17-112AFDP         Amended Final Development Plan 
 

The Chair, Victoria Newell, said the following application is a proposal for a ground sign along Metro Place 
South for an existing office building, north of Metro Place South, approximately 1,000 feet west of the 

intersection with Frantz Road. She stated this is a request for a review and approval of an Amended Final 

Development Plan under the provisions of Zoning Code Section 153.050. She concluded the Commission 
has final authority on this application and witnesses will need to be sworn in. 

 
The Chair swore in anyone intending to address the Commission on this case, which is on the Consent 

Agenda, in case there are any questions raised to which the Assistant Law Director agreed. 

 
The Chair said there was one condition of approval: 

 
1) That the applicant continue to work with staff to find an appropriate location for the address 

numbers, prior to the issuance of a sign permit. 
 

Logan Stang reported the applicant was in agreement with the above condition. 

 
Motion and Vote 

Mr. Stidhem moved, Ms. Salay seconded, to approve the Amended Final Development Plan with the 
following condition: 

 

1) That the applicant continue to work with staff to find an appropriate location for the address 
numbers, prior to the issuance of a sign permit. 

 
The vote was as follows: Ms. Newell, yes; Mr. Miller, yes; Ms. Mitchell, yes; Ms. De Rosa, yes; Mr. 

Fishman, yes; Ms. Salay, yes; and Mr. Stidhem, yes. (Approved 7 – 0) 
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4. BSD SCN – Columbus Metropolitan Library, Dublin Branch  

17-117MSP                            6765 Dublin Center Drive  

                                      Master Sign Plan 
       

The Chair, Victoria Newell, said the following application is a proposal for a Master Sign Plan to permit 
wall and window signs for a new tenant in the Dublin Village Center. She noted the site is zoned Sawmill 

Center Neighborhood, which is located on the west side of Dublin Center Drive, approximately 1,000 feet 
northwest of the intersection with Tuller Road. She said this is a request for a review and approval of a 

Master Sign Plan under the provisions of Zoning Code Section 153.066. 

 
The Chair swore in anyone intending to address the Commission on this case. 

 
Claudia Husak asked if the Commission would like to see a presentation or have her just answer 

questions. She said her presentation consists of three slides. The Chair said the Commission had decided 

they wanted the full presentation. 
 

Ms. Husak stated the Columbus Metropolitan Library, Dublin Branch, will temporarily be relocating to a 
tenant space within Dublin Village Center. She presented an aerial view of the site. She reported the 

library has an opening time frame of January 2018. She explained that within the Zoning Code, signs for 

libraries are treated differently from retail tenants and with our most recent update to the Sign Code 
within the BSD, reverted to the Standard Zoning Code for signs for properties within the BSD that were 

developed prior to the Code being in place. So for a library, she said, the sign allowance is a sign that is 
eight feet tall and 20 square feet in size. She said the applicant is proposing to use the sign band that 

exists within Dublin Village Center above the doors of the tenant space and are requesting a sign that is 
27 square feet in area and 14 feet in height. The graphic of the proposed sign was presented. Secondly, 

she said, libraries in the Zoning Code are not permitted to have bigger signs at all but retail tenants are. 

And again, she said this is a retail space that the library is temporarily relocating to. She said the proposal 
is also for 72 square feet of window signs, which equates to 24 square feet per sign. She said a retail 

tenant in the Zoning Code with this particular instance with the wall sign as proposed, would be 
permitted to have 25 square feet of window signs. She said Planning is suggesting that this applicant 

abide by 45 square feet allocated however they see fit. The ART has also recommended approval with 

the condition. She said it is somewhat of a unique condition that is tied to the use of the tenant space 
within an established shopping center that is older than the BSD Code applied to developments today.  

 
Bob Miller asked if the window signs would be to the left of the entrance doors, to which Ms. Husak 

confirmed. He said he thought he just heard Ms. Husak say the signs can be placed on any of those 
windows. Ms. Husak said that was correct; the 45 square feet of signs can be placed on any window. She 

clarified that the applicant has 11 windows at their disposal. Mr. Miller said the Commission does not 

really know where these signs are going. Ms. Husak said that would be correct if the applicant chose to 
not state at this time. 

 
Cathy De Rosa asked if a library is permissible in this district. Ms. Husak answered it is permissible to 

have a library within the Sawmill Center Neighborhood Zoning District.  

 
Ms. De Rosa asked what constitutes a temporary sign. Ms. Husak answered temporary signs are limited 

to two weeks of exposure.  
 

Vince Papsidero noted there have been several issues with recent temporary signs; mostly with the signs 

being up longer than they are supposed to and a problem with permits. 
 

Ms. De Rosa clarified that since this is a temporary location, this does not really apply. Ms. Husak said the 
intent of temporary signs is to announce something happening like a grand opening or a sale. 
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Ms. De Rosa asked if panels without any lettering count as a sign. She cited an example of Opening 2019 

on a green banner. Ms. Husak said that would not be a sign; it would be a window graphic and not 

necessarily regulated. She clarified the graphic could not be tied to the tenant’s name or what they are 
selling.  

 
Ms. De Rosa said there is a desire for some vibrancy. She said the overhead sign, which the applicant 

cannot alter, will be really small to meet Code as it is part of what is established for the center. Ms. 
Husak said the excitement for what is to come will be created from the window signs. Ms. De Rosa said 

she is torn about how to get a little vibrancy here and was curious what the reality was. Ms. Husak said it 

is tough to get vibrancy in that location.  
 

Mr. Miller said this is an upgrade from what is there already.  
 

Warren Fishman asked if Big Sandy Superstore would be permitted to have signs in their windows. Ms. 

Husak answered she did not think Big Sandy Superstore would be eligible to put signs in their windows 
because they are only eligible for what was approved as part of their Master Sign Plan. She explained the 

window signs permitted comes out of what is left in the calculation for the other allowed signs so for the 
library - 45 square feet is left. 

 

Deborah Mitchell asked about the use of banners or any kind of banner outside, even though it is not in 
the window. She said that might be more vibrant, especially if it was three-dimensional or moving. Ms. 

Husak said that would need to be included in the calculations.  
 

The Chair invited the applicant to come forward. 
 

Wendy Tressler Jasper, Columbus Metropolitan Library, one of the arguments is trying to create some 

interest. She said they want to hide anything that is not attractive on this side of the building and it so 
happens that this side is for storage and the other side of the building is where the public space will be 

so none of that will be covered. She said they want transparency so people can look in and see activity. 
She said this is their attempt at trying to be creative and vibrant while still meeting Code in this space 

that is tucked back.  

 
Ms. Jasper said the libraries plan is to be in this location 24 months, starting in November 2018. 

 
Ms. De Rosa asked the applicant if she wanted the larger version or the other that would be half that 

size. Ms. Jasper answered they would prefer the larger size but they are willing to agree to the condition 
of approval. She said this is a temporary space for the library.  

 

The Chairs asked if there was anyone from the public that wanted to speak in regards to this case. 
[Hearing no response] she asked if there were any further questions from the Commission. [Hearing 

none.]  
 

Motion and Vote 

Mr. Stidhem moved, Ms. Mitchell seconded, to approve a Master Sign Plan with the following condition: 
 

1) That the total area of the three window signs not exceed 45 square feet. 
 

The vote was as follows: Ms. Newell, yes; Ms. Salay, yes; Mr. Fishman, yes; Mr. Miller, yes; Ms. De Rosa, 

yes; Ms. Mitchell, yes; and Mr. Stidhem, yes. (Approved 7 – 0) 
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Communications 

 

Claudia Husak thanked the Commission for their year of service to this Commission and especially 
thanked Ms. Salay and Ms. De Rosa as they are moving on.  

 
Ms. Husak said there is a Special Meeting planned on January 4, 2018, which is the first regularly 

scheduled meeting for the New Year for the Commission. She said City Council is the final reviewing body 
for Riverside Crossing Park - East Plaza but they usually request informal review by the ARB and the PZC. 

Because the jurisdiction of that area is a little bit different she said, with the Riverside Drive right-of-way 

having moved, both the ARB and the PZC have jurisdiction. She indicated City Council will review the case 
in February or March.  

 
Ms. Husak said DropBox is no longer being used and staff only plans to use OneDrive for all the meeting 

materials. 

 
Bob Miller said he went for a run on Saturday morning and tried to cross the roundabout at Riverside 

Drive and SR 161 and even without a lot of traffic he thought someone is going to get hurt there. He said 
the northbound traffic coming out of that roundabout is going way too fast and it is hard to cross. He 

said he cannot imagine getting across there during rush hour.  

 
Mr. Miller thanked Amy Salay because her mentoring was very helpful for the newbies and she did it 

extremely well. 
 

Victoria Newell said it has been a real honor to serve with Amy Salay and she will be missed after all her 
years of service.  

 

Cathy De Rosa requested words of wisdom from Amy Salay. 
 

Amy Salay thanked the Commissioners as it was a very turbulent time when they joined the Commission 
and they were pros from the start. She said when we look back at the quality of decisions, the built 

environment, the Commission did not miss a beat. She said she feels like she is leaving everything in 

great hands and that the staff is very professional and talented and second to none. She said Vince 
Papsidero has been absolutely wonderful and took us to a completely new level from the Planning 

Leadership standpoint. She concluded by thanking the rest of the Dublin staff as they are very talented 
folks. 

 
The Chair asked if there were any additional comments. [Hearing none.] She adjourned the meeting at 

7:40 pm. 

 
 

As approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission on February 1, 2018.  
 


